Fango gives you “HELLFIRE” on CD!
Written by Bekah McKendry
Tuesday, 19 October 2010 17:09

Fango has a bunch of HELLFIRE CDs to give away, courtesy of Van Richter Records.
HELLFIRE is the ultimate Halloween music collection, and includes exclusive and unreleased
tracks by the finest Gothic, synth-pop, industrial and metal bands on the music scene today.

Testify has been called the German Ministry for over a decade, and this compilation includes
the previously unreleased remix “Seed of Wrath” by Chicago industrial legends Die Warzau.
The Fair Sex, themselves compared to Skinny Puppy for many years, bring you the scary track
“Cold Contempt” with original HELLRAISER samples. EBM dance-floor kings Plastic Noise
Experience contribute a cover of the classic Motorhead theme song from HELLRAISER III.
Sielwolf delivers “The Gun’s Eye” for fans of HENRY: PORTRAIT OF A SERIAL KILLER. DHI
from Toronto, who have been featured on MuchMusic and worked with cyberpunk author
William Gibson, submit their brand of darkwave crossover with “New Vision.” Girls Under Glass,
often compared to Sisters of Mercy, bring you the Gothic track “New World Order,” while their
side project Trauma present a dark soundscape with “The Last Rose.” Finally, Underwater
Pilots, considered the brightest new band in future pop and compared to VNV Nation and
Covenant, contribute a cover of Ministry’s classic “Everyday is Halloween,” taking the seminal
All Hallow’s favorite to a new level of artistic creativity.

HELLFIRE is available for free to the first 30 people who enter this contest. Enter by e-mailing
rebekah@fangoria.com, and be sure to put “HELLFIRE” in the subject line. Please include the
following:

Your name
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Your age

Mailing address

E-mail address

Phone number

And let us know if you would like to join the FANGORIA mailing list. Good luck! For further
information regarding the bands on this compilation, visit www.vanrichter.net .
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